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“A joyful celebration of different communities and cultures of the world.” 

 

“It reminded us of when we came to this country and went to the seaside.  

It made us very happy”. 

(Audience members) 
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SUMMER TIMES 

Executive Summary 

This year Women & Theatre worked with a host of project partners and funders to develop and tour 
Summer Times – an interactive, multi lingual theatre production reflecting different communities’ 
customs, cultural heritage and memories of summer.  

The production was developed from research over several months. We led research sessions with older 
adults in diverse community settings in Birmingham, capturing wide ranging memories, songs and 
associations of the season. We also partnered with the University of Birmingham’s  Translation & 
Translanguaging project and engaged with their wider research findings about super-diversity; centrally 
examining the way people of different linguistic backgrounds actively seek to communicate.  Inspired by 
the stories we had gathered from diverse communities and the desire to celebrate the positive realties 
of multilingualism and multiculturalism, we produced an engaging and interactive production which 
toured in July 2017.  

Performed by a multi cultural and multi 
lingual cast, Summer Times was delivered 22 
times across 19 different settings including 
mental health hospitals, community centres, 
elderly day centres, residential homes, 
theatres and retirement villages. We were 
delighted to revisit settings who had hosted 
previous seasonal shows as well as extend 
our tour to new venues, connecting with 
new partners, audiences and communities.  
The partner settings who were involved in 
the research phases were particularly 
invested in the project, with these older 
adults having a real connection to the new work, feeling part of the development of the theatre piece, 
and recognising their contribution to the final production.  

Women & Theatre are pleased with the success of the project. Summer Times was very well received 
everywhere it went; with active audience participation and fantastic feedback comments. We achieved 
an interactive piece of work that genuinely reflected all that we had gathered in our research and that 
brought the season of summer into settings where it might not have been noticeable. We were 
delighted with the multi-linguistic nature of the production, and the connection we were able to make 
with audiences with limited spoken English, increasing access and widening the reach of our work. 
access which is something we are keen to explore further.  We are delighted that the final production in 
our seasonal series has been so well received. 

We would like to thank our generous funders: Awards for All, University of Birmingham, Service 
Birmingham, Grimmitt Trust, Harry Payne Trust, Baron Davenport’s Charity and all of our project 
partners, performance hosts and participants who shared their stories with us.  
 

Project Context: Seasonal Shows: 

In 2011, in partnership with Birmingham & Solihull Mental Health Foundation Trust (BSMHFT), W&T 
developed and toured a research-based festive show called The Christmas Box to a range of mental 
health settings.  The piece included memories of Christmas, however the broader focus on winter 
proved to be very effective for residents for whom the changing seasons felt quite remote.    



  

Engaging performance and deliciously 

multilingual (Audience member) 

This success inspired W&T to want to produce over time a suite of 4 seasonal shows, each to be 
developed in partnership with different organisations and communities.  In 2013 we worked with older 
adults from across Birmingham to develop Spring’s Sprung, and in 2016 produced the third in the series, 
Autumn Tales. In 2017 we received funding to develop the final production, Summer Times.  

Project Activity: 

Our approach to developing this final seasonal production was slightly different than with previous 
shows, due to the involvement of Adrian Blackledge from University of Birmingham’s Translation & 
Translanguaging research project.  Adrian and his colleagues at Cardiff, Leeds & Birbeck Universities 
were interested in how we might theatrically respond to their research about ‘super-diversity’ and how 
people of different linguistic backgrounds communicate.  We always reflect diverse communities in the 
stories we tell and welcomed the opportunity of exploring the theme of summer through the lens of 
‘super-diversity’. We decided to produce a multilingual script and incorporate gesture, mime, physicality 
and facial expression to present the ways in which people with diverse linguistic backgrounds 
communicate with each other. 

W&T Artistic Director Janice Connolly undertook a 
process of research; gathering people’s stories of 
summer at variety of settings in Birmingham - Apna 
Ghar Asian Elders Day Centre, Kings Heath African 
Caribbean Elders Group, Polish Millennium House, 
Birmingham Irish Association and Reach The Charity 
(Chinese elder care).  During her visits she spoke 
with 68 older people about their feelings, memories 
and associations of summer, collecting stories and 
anecdotes.  The sessions were extremely enjoyable 
and positive with a range of research material 
collected. The process highlighted the value of 

taking time to speak to people about their experiences, which frequently challenged preconceived 
ideas. Our expectation of finding universal experiences of playful summers was quickly disproved as 
some Polish individuals spoke of summers spent working in the bitter cold of Siberia. 

Janice also visited the cities associated with the Translation & Translanguaging project; Cardiff, Leeds & 
London. She spent a day at each, speaking to both the academics involved and their research 
participants.   

Using the gathered research material, Janice wrote a script which was rehearsed with a professional cast 
of 3 actors with several different spoken languages between them. It was important to us to secure cast 
members who were multi-lingual.  Neither Mei Mac, nor Luke Elliott had worked with Women & Theatre 
before, but were selected for their language skills, and also their physicality.  The third cast member was 
W&T long term freelance associate Julie Baker, and the 
cast were supported by Maddy Wade as Stage 
Manager.  We also commissioned a composer Nathan 
Birdi to create a short musical theme to be used in the 
production, inspired by our research and reflecting the 
multicultural nature of the production. This worked well for linking different stories and sections.  The 
production toured in July 2017, delivering 22 performances across 19 settings including BSMHFT 
hospitals, residential homes, theatres and community centres.  One audience member attending an 
early show, went on to book a performance for service users at her Chinese community centre for later 
in the tour.  



  

The Production: 

Summer Times included stories from research which were intended to stimulate conversations and 
share memories between cultures.  Due to the involvement of the Translation & Translaguaging project, 
we consciously aimed for our ‘performance 
language’ to be super-diverse; with a multilingual 
script that incorporated Polish, Cantonese, Spanish, 
Hindi - often spoken at the same time so that the 
languages overlapped each other, while still 
allowing audience members to understand.  At one 
point the cast members brought out different 
summer fruits, and named them in different 
languages – often with audience help.  The piece 
also incorporated gesture, touch, mime, physicality 
and facial expression to present the realities of how 
people with diverse cultural backgrounds and 
languages communicate with each other.  

Although there was no overarching ‘narrative’, scenes and individual stories fed seamlessly into each 
other with the help of music and dance.  Each section included interpretations from the different 
cultures – for example a portion about outdoor working included farming in Ireland and fishing in Spain; 
while a section about the war years included memories of Siberia from the Polish community and the 
Japanese occupation from the Chinese community.  Another section about summer celebrations 
included scenes of Stonehenge, and the Polish celebration of ‘St Johns’ Eve’, with young people jumping 
over fires to find true love.  Dances included Irish dancing, a Fan dance from China, and the Jewish song 
Hava Nagali with its circle dance.  There was also a party scene with ‘neighbours’ from different cultural 
backgrounds talking about their party favourites, followed by the arrival of balloons which allowed 
joyful participation as they were batted amongst the audience. Audience members were also 
encouraged to join in with the songs, which included Bob Marley, Three Little Birds, and Twinkle 
Twinkle, and with games.  All cast members facilitated audience involvement in post-show discussions, 
collecting additional memories from individuals and recording audience feedback. 

Project Outcomes: 

Overall 68 adults participated in research sessions, and we reached audiences of 479 over the 22 
performances.   

The feedback was extremely positive with audiences particularly valuing the chance to hear their home 
languages and have stories from their cultures represented on stage, increasing their feeling of self-
esteem.  Many commented that they had enjoyed having the diversity of Birmingham represented, 
while others took pleasure from the fact that the production had both shared and highlighted 
commonalities between cultures.  Audience members also particularly enjoyed the physicality of the 
performances, with the actions shadowing the script and allowing those without language to still 
understand and be involved - “What was most amazing was the way actors were speaking different 
languages and explaining it with their body moves”. 

The performances also brought audiences together, giving them a sense of shared fun through 
participation, and reducing isolation through conversations pre and post-performance.  “It got people 
talking to each other and feeling welcomed.”  

We were pleased to deliver a full tour schedule and due to additional funding were able to offer more 
settings a discounted fee, which certainly helped to fill the schedule.  We are noticing however that 
settings generally have less money to spend on outside services.   



  

We were slightly disappointed that some of our more regular venues did not feel able to host a 
performance this time, either due to cost, or in the cases of the larger residential homes, due to having 
quite full summer schedules.  It may well be that in the summer, with better weather, residential homes 
are more likely to take residents on trips, whereas in the autumn and winter months they are more 
likely to be looking for indoor activities.  However, the majority of venues were full to capacity and we 
were able to reach a diverse audience which included staff members, family members (including 
children) and service users/residents themselves.   

Women & Theatre are really pleased with the success of this project, the quality of theatre produced 
and the reaction and responses from participants and audience members.   

 

Performances took place at:  

 Polish Millennium House, Digbeth, Birmingham 

 Cherish House, Digbeth, Birmingham 

 Wellington Court Day Centre, Harborne, Birmingham 

 Meadow Rose Nursing Home, Longbridge, Birmingham 

 Robins Centre, Kings Heath, Birmingham 

 Bournville Gardens, Extracare Village, Birmingham 

 Juniper Centre, BSMHFT, Moseley, Birmingham 

 The Hawthorns, Edgbaston, Birmingham 

 Oleaster, BSMHFT, Edgbaston, Birmingham 

 Chinese Community Centre, Digbeth, Birmingham 

 Reservoir Court, BSMHFT, Erdington, Birmingham 

 Northfield Stroke Club, Birmingham 

 Birmingham Settlement, Aston, Birmingham 

 Apna Ghar Day Centre, Balsall Heath, Birmingham 

 Phoenix Centre, BSMHFT  

 mac birmingham (co-hosted by University of Birmingham)  

 West Yorkshire Playhouse (co-hosted by University of Leeds) 

 POSK, London (co-hosted by Birbeck, University of London) 

 Oasis Centre, Cardiff (co-hosted by University of Cardiff) 

 
 

Audience comments 

 Excellent entertainment. Really enjoyable. Five star rating. Would recommend to anyone 

 It brought back childhood memories of working out in nature for a lot of the older community.  

Even though they wouldn't understand all the talking they were laughing at different bits 

because it brought back memories. 

 Made people laugh and relaxed. Very enjoyable 

 I wasn't aware of so many languages spoken in Birmingham! 

 We really enjoyed it and it definitely made us feel summery! I liked the way that languages were 

built into the show seamlessly. It didn't feel like it got in the way of understanding. 

 I enjoyed being reminded of my young days. 



  

 A fantastically written, acted and interpreted performance.  

 I'm not usually confident to speak other languages but the environment made me feel 

comfortable to join in with little bits of Cantonese and French – in my head even if not out loud! 

 Well written. Evoked childhood memories. Merci, Dankeshun, Dziękuję 

 Really enjoyed it. Really enjoyed the flying and jumping around. It reminded me of being a child 

in Kenya when our bodies let us do those sorts of activities 

 I liked the way that languages were built into the show seamlessly.  It didn’t feel like it got in the 

way of understanding. 

 A joyful celebration of different communities and cultures of the world. 

 It reminded us of when we came to this country and went to the seaside.  It made us very happy.  


